The Lymphoma Hidden in Actinomycosis

O Linfoma Escondido na Actinomicose
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1. Case report

A 62-year-old man with a history of chronic alcoholism (200 g/day) was admitted to our hospital with persistent epigastric pain, anorexia, postprandial fullness, and significant weight loss (10% of body weight) for the previous four months. During hospitalization he presented with hematemesis associated with acute severe normocytic and normochromic anemia (Hb 7.7 g/dL). An upper endoscopy was performed and demonstrated a large ulcerated lesion suggestive of malignancy in the gastric greater curvature (Fig. 1). Endoscopic biopsies revealed numerous filamentous clusters with sulfur granules suggestive of Actinomyces infection, without changes suggesting malignancy (Fig. 2). Abdominal computed tomography revealed an extensive gastric mass and various celiac lymphadenopathies (Fig. 3). The patient was treated with intravenous amoxicillin and...
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clavulanic acid for four weeks, followed by oral treatment for two months. Endoscopic revaluation showed persistence of the previous findings, with repeated isolation of *Actinomyces* in the tissue biopsy. Given the high suspicion of malignancy and absence of response to therapy, we opted for surgical removal of the lesion. Microscopic examination confirmed the diagnosis of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (Fig. 4). The patient subsequently started adjuvant chemotherapy, with favorable evolution at six months and complete remission.

2. Discussion

Gastric actinomycosis is a rare clinical condition with only 25 cases reported to date. It is a chronic suppurative infection caused by the anaerobic Gram-positive filamentous bacteria *Actinomyces*, usually *Actinomyces israelii*.1,4

The rarity of gastric involvement by actinomycosis has been attributed to the high luminal acidity of the stomach which inhibits bacterial growth. Predisposing factors such as gastrointestinal tract surgery or trauma, diabetes, lymphoma, extensive mucosal atrophy and medications such proton pump inhibitors facilitate this process.2,3 In the present case, we believe that actinomycosis was facilitated by gastric mucosal damage caused by lymphoma. Due to its propensity to mimic many other diseases including malignancy and the difficulty of obtaining bacteriological evidence, early diagnosis of actinomycosis can be challenging.1,4 In fact, we initially suspected of a non-infectious etiology in our patient such as adenocarcinoma or lymphoma, based on radiologic and endoscopic findings. Although endoscopic diagnosis of gastric actinomycosis is rare with only three cases reported in literature,3 the typical morphology of the bacteria obtained from endoscopic biopsies allowed the diagnosis of actinomycosis in this case. Sulphur granules are strongly suggestive but not pathognomonic of actinomycosis.3,4 Further development with persistence of malignant appearing ulcer despite antimicrobial therapy alerted us, once more, to the possibility of neoplasia. For this reason, we opted for surgical resection of the lesion without previous endoscopic ultrasound-guide biopsies. Open biopsy histology confirmed the diagnosis of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, the most common type of primary gastric lymphoma (50% of cases). This is an aggressive lymphoma, usually appearing as infiltrating lesions with bizarre ulcerations at endoscopy, as was seen in the present case.

This case outlines the difficulties encountered in the diagnosis of actinomycosis and the indication for open biopsy when actinomycosis does not respond to antimicrobial therapy because of the possibility of concomitant malignancy.
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